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Out-of-equilibrium systems can host phenomena that transcend the usual restrictions of equilibrium
systems. Here, we unveil how out-of-equilibrium states, prepared via a quantum quench in a two-band
system, can exhibit a nonzero Hall-type current—a remnant Hall response—even when the instantaneous
Hamiltonian is time reversal symmetric (in contrast to equilibrium Hall currents). Interestingly, the remnant
Hall response arises from the coherent dynamics of the wave function that retain a remnant of its quantum
geometry postquench, and can be traced to processes beyond linear response. Quenches in two-band Dirac
systems are natural venues for realizing remnant Hall currents, which exist when either mirror or time-
reversal symmetry are broken (before or after the quench). Its long time persistence, sensitivity to symmetry
breaking, and decoherence-type relaxation processes allow it to be used as a sensitive diagnostic of the
complex out-of-equilibrium dynamics readily controlled and probed in cold-atomic optical lattice
experiments.
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Subtle quantum coherences encoded in the topology of
crystal wave functions are responsible for a wide array of
robust quantum phenomena [1–4], e.g., the quantum Hall
effect. While originating in the solid state, cold atoms have
recently become a system of choice for experimentally
unraveling topology on the microscopic level [5–7] due to
the array of new probes available. For example, these
probes have been used to image the skipping orbits (edge
states) in a cold-atomic quantum Hall system [8] and
directly measure the Berry curvature [9] and Zak phase
[10] in cold-atomic topological bands.
One readily available tool is the quantum quench, which

can be used to probe band properties, including topology
[11–13]. In quantum quenches, a state, prepared in the
many-body ground state of a HamiltonianHðζÞ, undergoes
a sudden change in a physical parameter ζ (e.g., lattice
depth, detuning), setting the system into dynamical evo-
lution far from equilibrium [14]. The ease with which
distinct Hamiltonians can be accessed via quenches and
driving opens up tantalizing possibilities of achieving new
out-of-equilibrium phenomena with no equilibrium analog
[15–22].
Here, we unveil a completely new type of dynamical

response achieved in out-of-equilibrium states (OESs)
which can be prepared via quantum quenches. In particular,
we show that certain OES can feature a remnant Hall
response even when the instantaneous Hamiltonian pre-
serves time-reversal symmetry (TRS). Remnant Hall
responses arise due to the geometric evolution of OES
postquench. Intriguingly, it possesses features such as a
Hall current that saturates to a nonzero value at long times
[Fig. 1(e)] that have no equilibrium analog.

This can be most easily illustrated for noninteracting and
clean Dirac systems, where many-body states can be
represented as a collection of pseudospinors on a Bloch
sphere [Fig. 1(b)–1(d)]. In these, a state is prepared in the
ground state of a Dirac Hamiltonian HðΔÞ, with TRS
breaking gap Δ [Fig. 1(a)]. At t ¼ 0, the Hamiltonian is
quenched to HðΔ ¼ 0Þ (where TRS is preserved), yielding
dynamics for OES, with the pseudospinors exhibiting
Larmor precession [Fig. 1(c)].
To probe OES, a short pulse of strength A ¼ R

dtEðtÞ
can be applied to the system at time t ¼ t1 [Figs. 1(a, e)],
shifting the Larmor orbits along E. Averaged over one
cycle, longitudinal momentum along E increases.
However, in addition to this, the constraint of pseudospi-
nors being on the Bloch sphere allows a transverse shift to
accumulate. As a result, at long times t ¼ t2, we obtain a
remnant Hall current

JHallðt1; t2 → ∞Þ ¼ Ξ∞
Hallðt1Þẑ ×A; ð1Þ

that persists long after the applied pulse EðtÞ has passed, as
shown in Fig. 1(e). Here, Ξ∞

Hall is a nonuniversal function
depending on t1 and model specifics described below.
Instead of the Hall conductivity, we focus on the total
current and Ξ∞

Hall because (i) time-translational symmetry is
broken and (ii) the effect described here is inherently
beyond linear response. Additionally, while we use the
language of electromagnetic response, in cold-atom optical
lattices, eA can be easily effected by a shift in momentum
Δp brought on by a sudden force; in such systems, JHall
takes the form of a particle current.
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Remnant Hall currents [Eq. (1), Fig. 1(e)] are strikingly
different from those found in equilibrium systems in two
respects: (1) Without relaxation processes, they persist at
infinite times after an applied pulse and (2) involve
momentum shifts in the Fermi sea. Therefore, as the
Fermi sea relaxes, the Hall current degrades (as would
be expected from general considerations [23,24]).
A useful analogy between the coherent evolution of

spins in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) protocols and
our pseudospins can be drawn. In the former, the decay of
the NMR signal can be used as a sensitive diagnostic of
scattering, for, e.g., spin-spin, spin-environment relaxation.
As we argue below, purely dephasing phenomena, e.g.
described by T2, have no effect on the remnant Hall
response. However, energy relaxation in the form of T1

degrades the effect. Therefore, we anticipate that the decay
profile of JHall that arises from coherent pseudospinor
evolution can be used as a diagnostic of relaxation and/
or thermalization processes in OES when interactions and
disorder are allowed.
The ease with which Dirac-type [9] and other spin-orbit

coupled Hamiltonians [5] can be constructed in setups for
ultracold bosons and fermions allow these effects to be
easily accessed; however, we find that fermions are more
readily amenable. In order to observe the Hall effect and

separate it from an overwhelming longitudinal response,
we propose a time-of-flight setup in the direction
perpendicular to the applied pulse while keeping a con-
fining potential in the direction of the applied pulse. In such
an experimental setup, the gap, as tuned by Zeeman
coupling or “shaking” of the cold atom lattice, is suddenly
turned off. The “pulse” is then implemented some time
after the quench by applying a sudden and brief force upon
the system (e.g., tilting the confining potential for a very
short time).
Now, let us explain the effect with a two-bandHamiltonian

HðΔÞ¼P
pc

†
phðp;ΔÞcp with cp¼ðcþ;p;c−;pÞT and

hðp;ΔÞ ¼ ϵ0ðpÞIþ d½p;ΔðtÞ� · σ; ð2Þ

where p ¼ ðpx; pyÞ is the two-dimensional momentum and
σ ¼ ðσx; σy; σzÞ are the Pauli matrices, and ΔðtÞ is a gap
parameter that varies as a function of time. When d½p;ΔðtÞ�
changes rapidly as in a quantum quench, the response
depends intimately on the evolution of the wave function.
Before discussing the lattice setup, we first analyze a

simple example that captures the essential physics—
a quenched, single-cone, low-energy Haldane-type
model—obeying Eq. (2) with

ϵ0ðpÞ ¼ 0; d½p;ΔðtÞ� ¼ (px; py;ΔΘð−tÞ); ð3Þ

where ΘðtÞ is the Heaviside function. This captures the
essential physics of the usual two-cone Haldane model up
to a factor of 2, hence, the name. For t < 0, we begin in the
many-body ground state jΨ0i at half-filling. For t > 0, the
system coherently evolves with jΨ1ðtÞi ¼ e−iHtjΨ0i ¼Q

pjψ1ðpÞi, where the single particle wave functions
jψ1ðpÞi ¼ e−ihðp;0Þtjψ0ðpÞi. For this half-filled band, the
Chern number (defined by C ¼ R ½d2p=ð2πÞ2�ẑ ·∇p×
hψ0ðpÞji∇pjψ0ðpÞi) is 1=2 per flavor. In equilibrium, this
manifests as a σxy ¼ Ce2=h bulk Hall conductivity, but as
we show, the out-of-equilibrium current response becomes
decoupled from the Chern number despite the fact that
unitary evolution preserves C [17,21].
To extract the response properties of jΨ1ðtÞi, we con-

sider the following pulse-type protocol (see Fig. 1) where
(i) at t ¼ t1 a short pulse [ExðtÞ ¼ Axδðt − t1Þ] is applied to
the system so that p → p − eA [i.e., the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (3) changes dðp; 0Þ → dðp − eA; 0Þ], (ii) and the
Hall current, JHall, that develops is measured at t ¼ t2.
Here, t1; t2 > 0 occur after the quench leading to a
final state jΨ2ðt2Þi ¼

Q
pjψ2ðpÞi, with jψ2ðpÞi ¼

e−iðt2−t1Þhðp−eA;0Þjψ1ðp; t1Þi. In the following, we have set
speed of light to unity.
The current response can be obtained via J ¼ hΨjȷ̂jΨi,

where ȷ̂ ¼ ∂H=∂A. Using jΨi ¼ jΨ2ðt2Þi along with
Eq. (3) and extracting the component of J transverse to
the applied field E, we obtain JHall as shown in Fig. 1(e).
Here, JHall was obtained via numerical integration with a

FIG. 1. (a) Quantum quenches implemented in cold-atomic
optical lattices where a parameter in the Hamiltonian is changed
suddenly shown by change in color of optical lattice. Here, the
green curve shows ΔðtÞ quench. (b) Pseudospinors on a Bloch
sphere prepared in the Chern insulator state of the Haldane model
(c) exhibit Larmor precession after the Hamiltonian is quenched
into zero gap. (d) The pseudospinors can acquire a transverse shift
after the system is pulsed in the longitudinal direction. (e) Remnant
Hall response for quenching protocol described in Eq. (3) [and
panels (b)–(d)]. Here characteristic J0 ¼ ðe2=hÞðΔ2=eℏvFÞ with
pulse strength Ax ¼ 0.1Δ=evF.
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prequench jΨ0i where the entire valence band was filled. A
full discussion of J is contained in the Supplemental
Material [25]. Because of the collective action of all
electrons in the valence band, JHall does not have an
apparent oscillatory structure in Fig. 1(e).
Strikingly, JHall in Fig. 1(e) grows from zero (when the

pulse is first applied at t1) and saturates at long times to a
nonvanishing value, JHallðt1; t2 → ∞Þ ¼ J∞Hallðt1Þ as seen in
Fig. 1(e). As we argue below, this behavior is generic for
OES. The nonzero J∞Hallðt1Þ is unconventional and arises
from the near-lock-step Larmor precession of the pseudo-
spinors jψ1ðpÞi that form the full many-body OES jΨ1i.
We can understand this geometrically by considering

Larmor precession of the pseudospins on the Bloch sphere.
Even though we are interested in quenches defined in
Eq. (3), the following geometric analysis is general and
applies to two-band models. Mapping each spinor onto the
Bloch sphere via n̂ ¼ hψ1ðpÞjσjψ1ðpÞi, we can describe the
Larmor precession of the spinors via the equations ofmotion

∂tn̂ ¼ 2dðp; 0Þ × n̂; n̂ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ −d̂ðp;ΔÞ: ð4Þ

To understand why this implies a remnant Hall current,
consider a ring of momenta with jpj ¼ p held constant. With
Larmor precession for t > 0, theywill oscillate around a point
on the equator, seeFigs. 2(a) and2(d).At time t ¼ t1weapply
a pulse. As shown by the red arrow in Fig. 2(b), the pulse has
the effect of shifting the center of rotation for Larmor
precession dðp; 0Þ → dðp − eA; 0Þ. As a result, at long
times, the shift in average n̂ persists [see Figs. 2(b), 2(c),
and 2(e)]. Since n̂ directly corresponds to current flow
direction in Eq. (3), a remnant Hall current develops.
The long-time average of n̂ is just its projection at time t1

along the new precession direction dðp − eA; 0Þ yielding

½n̂ðt1Þ · d̂ðp − eA; 0Þ�d̂ðp − eA; 0Þ. Writing the current
operator as ȷ̂μ¼−e∂pμ

hðp−eA;0Þ¼−e∂pμ
dðp−eA;0Þ·σ,

we obtain the current from the projection of the average n̂
along ∂pμ

dðp − eA; 0Þ. As a result, we find the long-time
current for a state p as

j∞μ ðp; t1Þ ¼ −e½n̂ðp; t1Þ · d̂ðp − eA; 0Þ�∂pμ
dðp − eA; 0Þ:

ð5Þ

The expression in Eq. (5) is independent of a specific two-
band model [26].
We now consider the quench specified in Eq. (3) so

that bnðt1Þ ¼ hψ1jσjψ1i reads as bnðt1Þ ¼ −p sin θp þ
ðcos 2pt1ẑ − sin 2pt1ẑ × p̂Þ cos θp [using jψ1ðpÞi derived
earlier]. Integrating over all p (for a filled band prior to
quench), we obtain a total current

J∞μ ðt1Þ¼−e
Z

d2p
ð2πℏÞ2

n̂ðt1Þ · ðp−eAÞ
jp−eAj ∂pμ

jp−eAj: ð6Þ

While this quantity can be fully evaluated (see
Supplemental Material [25] for discussion), for
brevity and to capture the essential physics, we
expand Eq. (6) in A. Discarding terms that integrate to
zero, we arrive at Eq. (1) with Ξ∞

Hallðt1Þ ¼ −ðe2=2hÞðΔ=
ℏÞ R π=2

0 dze−2ðt1jΔj=ℏÞ sin z.
Even though jψ1ðpÞi with similar energies precess with

frequencies that are close to each other, over long times t1,
small differences in their precession frequency allow their
Larmor orbits to slowly drift out of phase, degrading
J∞Hallðt1Þ. Analyzing J∞Hallðt1Þ for large t1, we obtain

J∞Hallðt1Þ ¼ −sgnðΔÞ e
2

4h
Ax

t1
þOðt−21 Þ; ð7Þ

which shows that, the longer we wait after the quench to
pulse the system, the smaller J∞Hallðt1Þ, as evidenced in the
diminishing JHall current profiles shown in Fig. 1(e). This
aging behavior is a characteristic of the different energies of
the pseudospinors that form prequench jΨ0i.
Persistent J∞Hall does not occur in equilibrium systems; in

fact, it is disallowed since dc conductivity is finite even
without disorder. To see this, consider the response in
equilibrium captured by jyðtÞ ¼

R
σyxðt − t0ÞExðt0Þdt0. For

a pulse ExðtÞ ¼ AxδðtÞ, we have jyðtÞ ¼ σyxðtÞAx. Thus,
σdcyx ¼ ð1=AxÞ

R
jyðtÞdt. As a result, for σdcyx that is finite

(e.g., the anomalous and conventional Hall effect, the
quantum Hall effect), then jyðtÞ → 0 as t → ∞ due to
integrability.
Relaxation can be included in Eq. (4) in the form of a T1

and T2 time [27]. Oscillatory terms describing the Larmor
precession are all that are affected by T2, so if we isolate the
nonoscillatory term which gives rise to Eq. (5), we find that
only energy relaxation in the form of T1 time affects

FIG. 2. (a) After quench, the state n̂ Larmor precesses on the
Bloch sphere. (b) After the pulse, the center of Larmor precession
shifts due to the momentum boost eA. (c) For long times, the shift
in the state’s average over a Larmor period, n̂ðt2Þ, persists leading
to a current at t2 → ∞. (d) For the Haldane model, Eq. (3), the
orange manifold represents the combined Larmor orbits of states
with the same jpj. (e) After the pulse, the manifold of Larmor
orbits changes to give a perpendicular shift in the average n̂ðt2Þ
resulting in J∞Hall.
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the result. In fact, at long times, jμðp; t2; t1Þ ¼
j∞μ ðp; t1Þe−t2=T1ðpÞ. We expect relaxation processes to occur
with a probability roughly determined by Fermi’s golden
rule such that 1=T1ðpÞ ∼ γρ½ϵðpÞ� where ρðϵÞ is the density
of states and γ describes the relaxation. In the above model
[Eq. (3)], this leads to a suppression as 1=t22 at long times for
JHall (see Supplemental Material [25]).
OES Hall currents in Eq. (1) depend intimately on the

underlying symmetries of the Hamiltonian, h, in Eq. (2). In
particular, we find Ξ∞

Hall depends on the absence of either
mirror, M−1

y hðpx; pyÞMy ¼ hðpx;−pyÞ, or time-reversal,
T−1hð−pÞT ¼ hðpÞ, symmetry. To expose this, we analyze
the contribution of p states to the persistent response in
Eq. (5). Expanding in the pulse strength A, we obtain
j∞μ ðp; t1Þ ≈ χ∞μνðp; t1ÞAν. Indeed, Ξ∞

Hall ¼
R
dpχ∞HallðpÞ,

where χ∞Hall ¼ 1
2
ðχ∞yx − χ∞xyÞ. Writing d0 ¼ dðp; 0Þ yields

χ∞Hall ¼ χ∞M þ χ∞T , where χ∞M ¼ e2∂ ½py
d0∂px�d̂0 · d̂cos2d0t1,

and χ∞T ¼ −e2∂ ½py
d0∂px�d̂0 · d̂0 × d̂ sin 2d0t1. Here, the

brackets ∂ ½py
� � � ∂px� denote antisymmetrization, and M

and T subscripts denote contributions controlled byMy and
T. Importantly, if h possesses My symmetry, then
χ∞Mðpx; pyÞ ¼ −χ∞Mðpx;−pyÞ. On the other hand, if h
possesses T symmetry, then χ∞T ðpÞ ¼ −χ∞T ð−pÞ (see
Supplemental Material [25]). As a result, when h satisfies
both My and T symmetries (before and after quench),
opposing momentum states will give contributions of
opposite sign, and Ξ∞

Hall ¼
R
dpχ∞HallðpÞ ¼ 0. Hence, finite

Ξ∞
Hall arises from breaking of either My or T symmetry

before or after the quench [28] in contrast to the symmetry
requirements for Hall currents in equilibrium linear
response [29].
While the OES Hall response is disconnected from the

Chern number, C, Ξ∞
Hall can still be expressed in terms of

bulk band properties. In particular, for My symmetric
Hamiltonians with a filled band prior to quench, we find
an equivalent Thouless-Kohomoto-Nightingale-den Nijs
(TKNN)-like formula

Ξ∞
Hall ¼ −e2

Z
d2p
ð2πÞ2 ∂t1Ωpypx

log dðp; 0Þ; ð8Þ

where Ωpypx
¼ 1

2
n̂ðt1Þ · ½∂py

n̂ðt1Þ × ∂px
n̂ðt1Þ� is the Berry

curvature of the evolved p state evaluated at pulse time t1.
While arising from Berry curvature, we note that it is
manifestly distinct from C and is not quantized.
Finally, we examine other quench protocols for Eq. (2).

As we will see, these yield similar responses to the Haldane
protocol examined above. One interesting example is a
Rashba type protocol where

ϵ0ðpÞ¼
p2

2m
; dðp;ΔÞ¼ (−vFpy;vFpx;ΔΘð−tÞ); ð9Þ

and chemical potential μ ¼ 0. As shown in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), the Rashba protocol also yields a Hall current that
persists at long times. Interestingly, the Hall current in

Fig. 3(a) exhibits an oscillatory behavior which arises from
the momentum cutoff of Eq. (9) at pF ¼ vF½2mðmv2Fþffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2v4F þ Δ2

p
Þ�1=2; this contrasts with the smooth behavior

of Fig. 1(e), which had no momentum cutoff.
For t2 → ∞, theHall current response levels out [Figs. 3(a)

and 3(b)]. Indeed, its persistent response, J∞Hall, matches the
Haldane protocol closely [see Fig. 3(a)], except in one
important way. In the Rashba protocol, it takes a finite t1
to “turn on” J∞Hall:magnitude J∞Hall increases fromzero at small
t1, and decreases at long t1. In contrast, the Haldane protocol
hasmaximal J∞Hall at t1 → 0þ. This difference arises due to the
momentum cutoff which does not appear in the low-energy
model of Eq. (3) where there exist states on the Bloch sphere
that have already performed multiple Larmor orbits even for
an infinitesimal t1, yielding a large J∞Hall.
Quench type protocols exhibiting J∞Hall can also be

realized in lattice models. In these, the bands are finite
as opposed to the continuum bands discussed above. We
illustrate such a protocol for a “half-Bernevig-Hughes-
Zhang” type model in a square lattice [30], wherein Eq. (2)
takes ϵ0ðpÞ ¼ 0 and d½p;MðtÞ� ¼ ðℏvF=aÞ½sinðapx=ℏÞ;
sinðapy=ℏÞ;MðtÞ þ 2− cosðapx=ℏÞ− cosðapy=ℏÞ�. Here,
Mðt < 0Þ ¼ M and Mðt > 0Þ ¼ M0 represents the quench,
and a is the lattice constant. In the ground state, this model
has different topological phases represented by M [31].
Picking M, M0 values allows us to quench within and
between the trivial and topological phases, yielding a
persistent Hall current as well [Fig. 3(c)]. As in the case
of the Rashba Hamiltonian, there is turn-on behavior with a
time scale corresponding to the momentum cutoff provided
by a−1.

FIG. 3. Other models exhibiting a remnant Hall current from
OES. (a) The long-time remnantΞ∞

Hall dies off as a function of pulse
time t1 for Haldane and Rashba models. The Fermi momentum
cutoff in the Rashba model causes oscillations and ΞHall → 0 as
t1 → 0. (b) For the Rashba model, the current evolves in an
oscillatory way due to the cutoff pF. (c) Remnant Ξ∞

Hall in the
half-BHZ model (see text) sees similar oscillations due to the
cutoff provided by the square lattice. Interestingly, Ξ∞

Hall ≠ 0,
regardless of the phase we begin or end in. For the Rashba
model, we used eAx ¼ 0.1Δ=vF and vFpF ¼ 5Δ. In the above,
characteristic J0 ¼ ðe2=hÞðΔ2=eℏvFÞ, Ξ0 ¼ ðe2=hÞðΔ=ℏÞ, Ξa ¼
ðe2=hÞðvF=aÞ, and ~M ¼ Mða=ℏvFÞ.
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The general framework, as well as the specific model
realizations, presented here demonstrate that OES prepared
via a quench can manifest Hall currents that persist long
after the application of an excitation pulse. Strikingly, they
occur under different symmetry requirements than that
found in equilibrium systems and can arise even when the
instantaneous Hamiltonian is TRS preserving. The exper-
imental conditions necessary for probing OES are readily
available in current cold atom setups [32]. In particular, the
remnant, quench-induced Hall currents described can be
measured via time of flight and provides a new diagnostic of
coherentwave function dynamics. TheHall response ofOES
depends intimately on the entire history of wave function
evolution, unlike that found in equilibrium. This opens a new
vista of unconventional phenomena that can be prepared
and probed in OES.
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